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The influence of prior knowledge structures on website attitudes and 
behavioral intentions 
 
Abstract 
The Persuasion Knowledge Model identifies three knowledge structures (i.e., topic knowledge, 
persuasion knowledge and agent knowledge) that an individual has prior to exposure to a 
persuasive attempt. This study extends these knowledge structures by distinguishing between 
objective and subjective topic knowledge conceptualizations. Specifically, this study examines 
empirically how an individual’s different knowledge structures, held prior to exposure to a web-
based intervention, influence subsequent website attitudes and behavioral intentions. The UK’s 
National Health Service (NHS) Live Well website relevant to weight control is used as the web-
based intervention in this study. Results suggest that agent (i.e., NHS) knowledge is the most 
important predictor of website attitudes, while both agent and persuasion knowledge are 
associated with behavioral intentions to take weight control actions. The results also reveal that 
the distinction between objective and subjective weight control knowledge is essential given 
their differential effects on agent and persuasion knowledge. Goal frames, as indicated by the 
choice between the “healthy eating” and “lose weight” Live Well intervention web pages, are 
found to moderate the identified Knowledge-Attitude-Behavior links. Theoretical contributions, 
implications for practice and public policy and future research directions are discussed.  
 
Keywords: website attitudes, behavioral intentions, objective topic knowledge, subjective topic 
knowledge, persuasion knowledge, agent knowledge 
 
 
Highlights: 
1. Prior knowledge structures influence website attitudes and behavioral intentions. 
2. Objective and subjective knowledge have different effects on agent and persuasion 
knowledge. 
3. Agent knowledge is the most important predictor of website attitudes. 
4. Agent and persuasion knowledge predict behavioral intentions. 
5. Goal frames moderate the Knowledge-Attitude-Behavior links. 
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The influence of prior knowledge structures on website attitudes and 
behavioral intentions 
 
1. Introduction 
The use of the Internet as a health information source has become increasingly common 
(Myrick 2017), especially for health conditions such as obesity (Faith, Thorburn and Sinky 
2016). Particularly in the UK, the National Health Service (NHS) website is one of the most 
popular sources of online health information among the British public with 583 million visits in 
2015 (NHS Traffic Report 2015). Losing weight and healthy eating are two of the most popular 
reasons for visiting the NHS website (NHS Weight Loss Traffic Report March 2016; NHS 
Annual Report 2012), as the UK is among the top seven countries with the highest obesity rates 
worldwide (OECD Health Statistics 2013) and it has the highest obesity percentage rate in 
Europe (NHS England 2014). The NHS website offers a variety of weight loss information, tools 
and plans and advice on healthy eating. 
Despite existing research studies, evidence on the efficacy of web-based weight loss 
interventions is inconclusive in regards to their impact on the obesity epidemic (Arem and Irwin 
2011). Arem and Irwin’s (2011: 236) review of “randomized controlled trials that examine 
internet-delivered weight loss and maintenance programs” indicates that outcomes such 
interventions vary from no weight loss to loss of several kilograms. However, a clear conclusion 
on the effectiveness of web-based weight loss interventions is difficult to draw, given that the 
methodologies and research designs employed by the different trials varied across the studies 
reviewed. Therefore, further research is needed in this area to better understand the effects of 
web-based weight loss interventions. Additionally, Lowe, Fraser, and Souza-Monteiro (2015), 
who examined digital health technologies and food consumption, have recently called for further 
research to assess the interaction between technology and weight loss behavior. Responding to 
these calls for research, this paper uses the UK’s NHS Live Well website to investigate the 
impact of an individual’s knowledge structures, prior to exposure to a web-based intervention, on 
British consumers’ website attitudes and behavioral intentions to control their weight. The term 
“weight control” will be used from here onwards to refer not only to actions to lose weight, but 
also actions to maintain a healthy weight through healthy eating. This definitional approach is 
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justified by the fact that the NHS website is targeted at the general public rather than specific 
segments of the population that require a specific health action.  
Many studies have investigated a range of factors related to weight loss initiatives and 
resulting behaviors (e.g., public commitment, Nyer and Dellande 2010; obesity stigma and social 
consequences, Puhl and Heuer 2010; motivation and health literacy, Bolton, Bhattacharjee, and 
Reed 2015; labeling of low-fat products, Wansink and Chandon 2006; labeling of nutrition 
content, Andrews, Burton, and Kees 2011; caloric intake, Khare and Inman 2009). However, 
limited research has investigated how knowledge structures held by individuals prior to exposure 
to a web-based health intervention affect subsequent website attitudes and behavioral intentions. 
Specifically within a computer mediated environment, a limited number of studies (e.g., Lee and 
Koo 2012; Chan, Song and Yao 2015; Schneider, Weinmann, Roth, Knop and Vorderer 2016; 
Ran, Yamamoto and Xu 2016) distinguish between Brucks’ (1985) concepts of objective topic 
knowledge (i.e., information stored in memory) and subjective topic knowledge (i.e., perception 
of how much an individual thinks he/she knows). Friestad and Wright’s (1994) concept of 
persuasion knowledge (i.e., beliefs about the marketing tactics and effects of web-based 
interventions) has also received scant attention (e.g., Vashish and Royne 2016; Ham and Nelson 
2016), while Friestad and Wright’s (1994) concept of agent knowledge (i.e. beliefs about the 
party communicating the information on the web-based intervention) is absent from this 
literature. No prior study within and outside the literature on the computer mediated environment 
has examined all knowledge types (i.e., objective topic knowledge, subjective topic knowledge, 
persuasion knowledge, and agent knowledge) together in terms of their impacts on behavior. 
However, when it comes to understanding how individuals may respond to persuasion attempts 
such as after encountering a web-based intervention (i.e., the attempt at persuasion), all these 
prior knowledge structures of a target audience need to be taken into account. 
Therefore, this study fills this gap in research by recognizing that when individuals 
encounter persuasion attempts, such as a web-based health intervention designed to motivate 
health behavior change, they may use multiple prior knowledge structures (existing prior to the 
intervention) to cope with the attempt at persuasion. This could ultimately influence their 
behavior after the intervention. The Persuasion Knowledge Model (PKM) by Friestad and 
Wright (1994) identifies topic knowledge, persuasion knowledge and agent knowledge as prior 
knowledge structures of a target audience, which influence the target audience’s responses to 
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information, based on the perceived aim of the communicated information. We propose a 
conceptual framework extending Friestad and Wright’s PKM knowledge structures of the target 
with Brucks’ (1985) objective and subjective knowledge, as prior topic knowledge constructs. 
Such an extension of the PKM’s knowledge structures of the target is a noteworthy and relevant 
contribution because Eisend’s (2015) recent study on persuasion knowledge and third-person 
effects reports that persuasion knowledge is a type of subjective knowledge about persuasion 
attempts and as such could be relevant to Brucks’ (1985) subjective topic knowledge. The 
subjective nature of persuasion knowledge is also noted in Nam and Nelson (2016), who argue 
that persuasion knowledge could also be objective and subjective in nature. However, in the 
present study we focus on the subjective nature of the persuasion knowledge construct as per the 
PKM. Additionally, we put forward a conceptual model hypothesizing that all knowledge 
structures identified prior to exposure to a web-based intervention can in turn influence website 
attitudes and behavioral intentions, as per the Knowledge-Attitude-Behavior model (KAB; 
Schrader and Lawless 2004). It must be noted that, in the present study, we use behavioral 
intentions as a proxy measure of behavior. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, a review of the relevant literature is 
provided, along with our conceptual model and related hypotheses.  Second, the methodology is 
outlined, followed by the results and their discussion. Subsequently, the implications for research 
and practice are discussed. Finally, the limitations of the present study and directions for future 
research are proposed. 
 
2. Literature Review  
       As previously noted, prior studies examining knowledge and its effects on consumer 
behavior have either used Friestad and Wright’s (1994) conceptualizations of topic, agent and 
persuasion knowledge or Brucks’ (1985) objective and subjective knowledge. No study so far 
has attempted to integrate these knowledge conceptualizations and investigate their simultaneous 
effects on behavior, within or outside a computer mediated environment. This paper addresses 
this academic research gap by examining how an individual’s knowledge structures, held prior to 
exposure to a web-based weight control intervention, may impact subsequent website attitudes 
and intentions to control weight. This investigation also answers calls for further research on the 
effectiveness of Internet weight control interventions, given the detrimental effects of the obesity 
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epidemic. Our conceptual framework proposed is depicted in Figure 1 and identifies four 
knowledge structures that exist prior to exposure to a web-based weight control intervention, 
namely objective weight control knowledge, subjective weight control knowledge, agent 
knowledge, and persuasion knowledge. After exposure to the intervention these prior knowledge 
structures are expected to influence website attitudes and weight control behavioral intentions. 
Below we first review the literature on the PKM, extended by the objective versus subjective 
knowledge distinction, which is reviewed subsequently. We outline our hypotheses and discuss 
the moderating role of goal frames on knowledge-attitudes-behavior links, as this may have 
implications for the design of web-based weight control interventions. 
 
Figure 1: Conceptual framework 
 
 
2.2 The Persuasion Knowledge Model 
According to the Persuasion Knowledge Model (PKM) (Friestad and Wright 1994), 
individuals employ three knowledge structures to understand and respond to persuasion attempts: 
1) topic knowledge i.e., beliefs about the subject matter of a persuasive message; 2) agent 
knowledge i.e., beliefs about the party responsible for the message; and 3) persuasion knowledge 
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i.e., beliefs about the tactics and effects of a persuasive message. Activation of one or more of 
these knowledge types guides individuals in selecting a coping behavior (Campbell and Kirmani 
2008), in order to achieve desired goals during persuasion encounters (Ball, Manika and Stout 
2013). 
Persuasion knowledge follows schematic functions, guides attention, and provides inferences 
and predictions, while developing over time as individuals learn how to cope with persuasion 
attempts (Friestad and Wright 1994). Individuals often invoke persuasion knowledge to judge the 
appropriateness of agent motives and persuasion tactics (Friestad and Wright 1994). Perceived 
appropriateness reflects a sense of fairness or manipulative intent, which scholars have extended 
to encompass skepticism and credibility (Ball, Manika and Stout 2013). These manifestations of 
perceived appropriateness often represent an operationalization of persuasion knowledge (e.g., 
Hibbert et al. 2007; Tutaj and Van Reijmersdal 2012). Generally, research shows that individuals 
become more skeptical when equipped with more topic and agent knowledge (Hove, Paek, and 
Isaacson 2011; Nelson, Wood, and Paek 2009; Obermiller and Spangenberg 1998). However, 
Friestad and Wright (1994) caution against automatically presuming negative responses when 
PKM knowledge structures are activated. Instead, it is more appropriate to consider the valence 
of beliefs contained within each knowledge structure to determine the effect of using topic, 
agent, or persuasion knowledge in a persuasion encounter (Ball, Manika and Stout 2013). The 
framework we adopt in this study proposes that more favorable evaluations of topic, agent, and 
persuasion knowledge will facilitate positive responses and outcomes. 
 
2.3 Objective versus subjective topic knowledge conceptualizations 
Topic knowledge often dictates how individuals cope with persuasion attempts (Friestad and 
Wright 1994) and it affects behavior (Brucks 1985). Although the consumer behavior literature 
distinguishes between objective and subjective prior topic knowledge (Brucks 1985), the PKM 
fails to take this distinction into account. Objective knowledge typically refers to “what is 
actually stored in memory,” while subjective knowledge reflects “what individuals perceive they 
know” (Brucks 1985, p. 2) and includes knowledge confidence. Subjective knowledge is a 
psychological experience of topic knowledge (Chan, Song and Yao 2015) based on someone’s 
perceptions of their amount of knowledge about a given topic. Most studies have reported that 
objective and subjective knowledge have unique influences on decision-making and behavior 
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(Alba and Hutchinson 2000; Brucks 1985), despite being highly correlated (Carlson et al. 2009; 
Raju, Subhash, and Mangold 1995). Moorman et al. (2004) have examined the difference 
between objective and subjective nutritional knowledge and shown that when people think they 
know a great deal about a particular topic, they are likely to locate themselves close to the stimuli 
related to their subjective knowledge.  
Objective knowledge is associated with more efficient searching (Brucks 1985). On the other 
hand, the “illusion of knowing” may pose dangers to consumers by leading to reduced 
information receptivity and unhealthy behaviors, because those with higher subjective 
knowledge “tend to be oblivious to their vulnerability to manipulation” (Pearson and Liu-
Thompkins 2012, p. 45). Knowledge, skills, and confidence are essential to become more 
engaged in managing health and well-being. For example, Chandon and Wansink (2007) find 
that consumers often underestimate their caloric intake, which then affects their food 
consumption choices. Therefore, the accuracy of someone’s weight control knowledge and what 
they think they know about weight control differs. This gap between perceived knowledge and 
actual knowledge may affect health behavior and it is therefore important to examine it in the 
context of a weight control web-based intervention. Additionally, although computer mediated 
communications literature has noted the objective versus subjective knowledge distinction and 
its importance (Lee and Koo 2012; Chan, Song and Yao 2015; Schneider, Weinmann, Roth, 
Knop and Vorderer 2016; Ran, Yamamoto and Xu 2016), it has not investigated it along with the 
PKM knowledge structures of the target.  
 
2.4 Hypotheses formulation  
As depicted in Figure 1, four prior knowledge structures of the target are identified: 
objective weight knowledge, subjective weight control knowledge, persuasion knowledge and 
agent knowledge. Based on our conceptualized model, an individual holds these prior knowledge 
structures at any given point in time. When an individual is exposed to a web-based intervention, 
he/she can use these prior to the intervention knowledge structures to cope with persuasion 
episodes (i.e., when the individual perceives a message as an attempt to influence him/her). A 
web-based weight control intervention, which aims to motivate weight control actions, may also 
be perceived as a persuasion attempt. Thus, the target audience may use all or some prior 
knowledge structures to cope with this attempt. As per Carlson et al.'s (2009) meta-analysis, 
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objective and subjective topic knowledge are often positively correlated and, therefore, the same 
is expected within the context of a weight control web-based intervention.  
 
H1: Objective weight control knowledge is positively associated with subjective weight 
control knowledge. 
 Given that this is the first study investigating the interrelationships among subjective 
topic knowledge, agent knowledge, and persuasion knowledge, the hypotheses follow the 
standard PKM relationships for objective topic knowledge. We expect that the PKM knowledge 
structures, as well as subjective topic knowledge, will be positively inter-correlated. In other 
words, people who have accurate objective knowledge about weight control will be more likely 
to confirm the accuracy of the agent’s website information (i.e., NHS website information) and, 
thus, they will have favorable agent knowledge beliefs. Positive perceptions of the NHS (i.e., 
agent knowledge) are also more likely to lead to favorable persuasion knowledge, as the trust in 
the agent will make it possible for individuals to interpret the NHS communication tactics in a 
favorable manner. Additionally, the more people think they know about weight control, the more 
confident they will be about their knowledge. As such, they are likely to view their knowledge of 
the agent and persuasion tactics more favorably due to this high confidence associated with their 
perception of topic knowledge. Given H1 and the PKM relationships, we expect that the effects 
of both objective and subjective knowledge on agent and persuasion knowledge will also be 
positive. 
 
H2: Higher levels of (a) objective and (b) subjective weight control knowledge are 
associated with more favorable agent knowledge. 
 
H3: Higher levels of (a) objective and (b) subjective weight control knowledge are 
associated with more favorable persuasion knowledge. 
 
H4: Favorable agent knowledge is positively associated with favorable persuasion 
knowledge. 
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The Internet offers many opportunities for people to consume information and build up 
health and medical knowledge (Diviani and Meppelink 2017; Quinn, Bond and Nuggett, 2017; 
Jiang and Beaudoin, 2016), which can then be used to meet their set goals.  Using the PKM’s 
main tenets, we hypothesize that the extended PKM knowledge structures of a target audience 
will influence their website attitudes and behavioral intentions. The underpinning theoretical 
model is the Knowledge-Attitude-Behavior model (KAB; Schrader and Lawless 2004), which is 
commonly used in health behavior change (e.g. Miller et al. 1990; Baranowski et al. 2003) and 
educational/learning (Schrader and Lawless 2004) contexts. The KAB model assumes that 
knowledge leads to attitudinal and/or behavioral changes (Baranowski et al. 2003). In the present 
study, when applying the KAB model, we use behavioral intentions as a proxy measure for 
behavior, as per Figure 1. 
According to Alba and Hutchinson (2000), objective and subjective knowledge have 
different impacts on behavior, with subjective knowledge directing behavior more than objective 
knowledge. We hypothesize that individuals with greater objective weight control knowledge 
will have more positive website attitudes and behavioral intentions, due to their factual 
knowledge accuracy. Users with high objective knowledge may be better able to validate the 
accuracy of the website information, leading to positive attitudes toward the website because of 
the consistency of the information with their accurate knowledge of the health topic. Consistent 
with the principles of health education and health behavior change initiatives (Glanz, Rimer and 
Viswanath 2008), individuals with high objective knowledge may also be better able to 
understand the importance of taking weight control actions (with the risk associated with not 
taking action as a mediator of the knowledge–behavior link). Thus, high (vs. low) objective 
health knowledge is more likely to lead to greater behavioral intentions.  
Perceptions related to health, such as perceived health status, have been shown to affect both 
frequency of information search and the diversity of search for health information (Xiao et al. 
2014). Specifically, based on Moorman et al.'s (2004) findings, individuals are likely to choose a 
website that is more consistent with their subjective knowledge and develop positive attitudes 
toward that website. This is in line with user behavior in other contexts (Ness et al, 2017; 
Papagiannidis et al 2012). We also expect respondents with high subjective knowledge to have 
greater behavioral intentions due to their confidence in their perceived knowledge (Pearson and 
Liu-Thompkins 2012), even though our behavioral measure does not specifically pertain to the 
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purchasing of a product or service. Moreover, similarly to the impact of objective knowledge on 
website attitudes, respondents who think they know a great deal about a topic should have 
greater confidence in judging the web-based intervention information and therefore develop 
positive attitudes toward that information.  
 
H5: Higher levels of (a) objective and (b) subjective weight control knowledge lead to more 
favorable website attitudes. 
 
H6: Higher levels of (a) objective and (b) subjective weight control knowledge lead to higher 
behavioral intentions to control weight. 
 
The success of an online initiative depends not only on the subjective benefits it brings, but 
also on the level of trust users have in the agent communicating the information (Beldad, de Jong 
and Steehouder 2010) within the web-based intervention in this case. Therefore, we expect agent 
knowledge, as well as persuasion knowledge, to positively influence website attitudes and 
behavioral intentions. Overall, the NHS is considered a trusted agent, confirmed by the number 
of visits to its website on an annual basis (NHS Traffic Report 2015). As the NHS says on its 
website “The user is at the heart of everything we [NHS] do” (NHS 2017). On the other hand, 
recent news coverage and reports related to the associated costs of obesity (Tovey 2017) and the 
NHS’s cost cutting approaches (Cooper, 2016; Stewart and Taylor 2016) could result in 
increasing skepticism towards the NHS and its website information. Therefore, it is important to 
understand how agent and persuasion knowledge beliefs affect website attitudes and behavioral 
intentions to control weight. Agent and persuasion knowledge may also be important in affecting 
responses to other private web-based weight control interventions.  
The literature points to complex effects of persuasion knowledge on brand attitudes. For 
example, Boerman, van Reijmersdal and Neijens (2012)’s study on sponsorship shows that 
persuasion can have both positive and negative effects on brand responses (i.e., memory and 
attitudes) depending on the length of exposure, while Matthes, Schemer and Wirth (2007) in 
their study on TV magazines’ brand placements concluded that the effects of persuasion 
knowledge also depend on involvement. More recently, Van Reijmersdat et al. (2015) found that 
persuasion knowledge has a negative relationship to brand attitudes. However, as noted earlier 
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Friestad and Wright (1994), the authors of the Persuasion Knowledge Model, which first 
identified the construct of persuasion knowledge, caution against presuming negative effects and 
as per Ball, Manika and Stout’s (2013) recommendation we consider the valence of beliefs 
contained within each knowledge structure to determine the effect of persuasion knowledge. 
Hence, despite Van Reijmersdat’s et al. (2015) findings, we examine a favorable application 
because we consider the NHS will not be perceived by individuals as a private organization 
trying to sell a branded product (as in the case of Van Reijmersdat’s et al. study) but the NHS 
rather conveys information about weight control via its website. Therefore, such favorable 
applications as weight control, which are normally associated with wellbeing and healthy 
choices, can facilitate positive responses and outcomes.   
Thus, we propose that favorable persuasion knowledge, as well as favorable agent 
knowledge, is likely to lead to positive website attitudes and behavioral intentions.  
 
H7: Favorable agent knowledge positively affects website attitudes. 
 
H8: Favorable agent knowledge positively affects behavioral intentions to control weight. 
 
H9: Favorable persuasion knowledge positively affects website attitudes. 
 
H10: Favorable persuasion knowledge positively affects behavioral intentions to control 
weight. 
 
Finally, we expect website attitudes to influence behavioral intentions to control weight 
positively (Ajzen 2011). The more favorable the perception of the website, the more likely 
individuals are to intend to engage in the weight control actions recommended by the web-based 
intervention. 
H11: Website attitudes positively affect behavioral intentions to control weight. 
 
However, as noted in prior literature, attitudes do not always translate into behavior. This is 
why it is important to consider the health goals of the individuals exposed to the weight control 
intervention and how these may affect the attitude-behavior link, and also the knowledge-
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attitudes links. Prior literature on health goals and frames, and the specifics of the NHS web-
based intervention for weight control examined here are discussed in the next section.  
 
2.5 Health goals and frames 
According to Keller and Lehmann (2008), consumers often set health goals to prevent the 
onset of a health problem, to detect the development of a health problem, or to treat an existing 
health problem. Health goals are knowledge-dependent and they either encourage taking action 
or discourage behavior. Information consistent with one’s health goal tends to be more strongly 
associated with behavioral intentions (Floyd, Prentice-Dunn, and Rogers 2000). Generally, 
health goals are important in driving behavior, such as choosing a web page and controlling 
weight. Despite goal intentions being an immediate and important predictor of behavior, some 
people with strong intentions still fail to attain their goal (Sheeran and Webb 2012). Goals do not 
always translate into behavior. Guthrie, Mancino, and Lin (2015) find that despite nutrition 
information provision being the most used public strategy for motivating people’s food choices, 
some consumers apply a short-term view to their eating choices that neutralizes the provided 
nutrition information. Therefore “messages that elevate the salience of long-term goals may be 
useful, but their design and effectiveness requires research” (Guthrie, Mancino, and Lin 2015, p. 
507).  
As previously noted in the introduction, this study also investigates the moderating role of 
health goal frames on the strength, valence, and significance of the relationships in H1–H11. The 
NHS Live Well intervention website, relevant to weight control, offers website visitors the 
choice of clicking on a web page entitled “Healthy eating” (http://www.nhs.uk/livewell/healthy-
eating/) or one called “Lose weight” (http://www.nhs.uk/livewell/loseweight/). Both pages offer 
website visitors the opportunity to calculate their BMI. Under the assumption that an individual’s 
health goal will guide the choice of message frame, relevant to the NHS weight control 
intervention, we use the term “health goal frame” to refer to the choice visitors have made on the 
NHS website. Therefore, we examine how the health goal frame may affect the Knowledge-
Attitude-Behavior links. According to Barsalou’s (1991) definition, health goal frames entail 
knowledge schemas, and thus the distinction between objective and subjective weight control 
knowledge is important. Our approach is also in line with the view that both positive and 
negative goal frames are geared toward promoting the same end result (Levin, Schneider, and 
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Gaeth 1998). In this study, a health goal frame is a proxy for goal-setting behavior and also 
reflects the message frame of the web-based intervention. We treat the choice between the 
“Healthy eating” and “Lose weight” web pages as an indicator of respondents’ health goal 
frames (both positive frames) and use it as a proxy for goal setting because it would be difficult 
to assert that the website choice was entirely representative of all respondents’ weight control 
intentions (Strecher et al. 1995).  
Prior research has also highlighted the importance of examining BMI and its relationship to 
other health behaviors or variables. For example, Jaworowska and Bazylak (2009) show that 
BMI levels are related to desired/goal body weight and that there are significant differences in 
dieting history among young male and female adults belonging to four BMI categories 
(underweight, normal weight, overweight, and obese). Adults with a BMI between 18.5 and 24.9 
have a healthy weight. “Adults with a BMI from 25 to 30 are defined as overweight, and those 
with a BMI of 30 or over as obese” (OECD Health Statistics 2013). Research has also found that 
dieting is a behavior more commonly employed by females who are overweight or obese (e.g., 
Malinauskas et al. 2006; Wardle and Johnson 2002). Research employing BMI as a moderator of 
various constructs has found inconclusive results (Fett et al. 2009; Lattimore 2005; Nguyen-
Rodriguez et al. 2008). Thus, we also expect the relationships in the proposed extended PKM 
model to vary depending on respondents’ BMI category (i.e., healthy vs. overweight/obese 
adults). However, given the exploratory nature of the two moderators (health goal frame and 
BMI group) and the absence of prior literature, we do not propose specific moderating effects. 
We explore differences between groups with a combination of health goal frame and BMI post 
hoc, to add novel findings to the web-based interventions literature. 
 
3. Methodology 
3.1 Research design and data collection 
This study examined the effects of a web-based intervention for weight control among UK 
adults using a quantitative methodology. We used a 3 (choice: healthy eating vs. lose weight vs. 
no click [control group]) × 2 (BMI: healthy vs. unhealthy) experimental design in the form of a 
self-completed online questionnaire. We regarded the choice of web page as a reflection of 
respondents’ health goals, as self-reported or declared goals have been criticized in the past 
because of the manifestation of the intention–behavior gap (Rhodes and Dickau 2012). Using a 
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real weight control web-based intervention to examine the aforementioned effects is better than 
laboratory experiments, which have been criticized for artificiality and lack of generalizability 
(Jiménez-Buedo and Miller 2010; Levitt and List 2007; Schram 2005). That is, the NHS 
intervention makes it possible to overcome social desirability bias (Davis, Thake, and Vilhena 
2010; Miller et al. 2008). We collected the data with the help of an internationally recognized 
consumer panel (Qualtrics Consumer Panels). Each of the panelists in the database received an 
invitation by e-mail to participate in the survey. We used quotas to ensure a balance between 
gender and age groups.  
The data collection included three stages, with the term “weight control” being defined as 
“both weight loss and management practices” at the beginning of the survey, before data 
collection started. First, the pre-exposure stage measured respondents’ objective and subjective 
knowledge, agent knowledge, and persuasion knowledge, to understand how these knowledge 
structures of the target prior to exposure to the intervention may affect responses to and 
outcomes of the intervention. In the second stage, participants were asked to choose one of the 
following: the “Healthy eating” page, the “Lose weight” page, or neither page. This was called 
the exposure choice stage, where respondents self-reported their behavior/choice of website. 
Third, the post-exposure stage of the questionnaire measured respondents’ attitudes toward the 
NHS website and their resulting behavioral intentions to control their weight. During this stage 
data were collected from all the participants, namely those who chose to look at specific web 
pages and those that chose neither web page (in other words the non-exposure/control group). It 
should be noted here that even those participants who chose not to be exposed to any of the web 
pages in the post-exposure data collection stage may still hold attitudes towards the NHS website 
given its popularity among the general public, even without being exposed to it, while they also 
may have intentions to control their weight. Hence, it is relevant to measure both website 
attitudes and weight control intentions for the control group of those who chose not to be 
exposed to the website intervention during our exposure stage, as well as those who chose to 
look at it.  
Time-tracking metrics embedded in the online survey indicated that there were significant 
differences between the time respondents first interacted and last interacted with the “lose 
weight” versus “healthy eating” web pages, respectively. Interact in this case refers to 
respondents clicking on the content of the web page, after having opened the page in their 
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browser, without taking into account the time they spent reading the content prior to interacting. 
Specifically, respondents spent significantly more time reading content between clicks on the 
weight loss page than on the healthy eating one (t(264) = 2.32, p < .05). Though these results do 
not reflect the time respondents spent on each page exactly, we can use them as indicators of user 
engagement with each of the web pages. These metrics serve as manipulation checks for the self-
reported exposure to the website, verifying that the respondents who said they did view one of 
the web pages actually did so. 
 
3.2 Sample characteristics and measures 
Data were collected from 369 UK respondents. Based on Westland’s (2010) lower bounds 
on sample size in structural equation modeling (which is the analysis method used to analyze the 
data), using the ratio (r) of indicators (p) to latent variables (k) to assess sample size adequacy (r 
= p / k = 20 / 5 = 4) and the formula: n ≥ 50r2 - 450r + 1100, the lower bound for this study’s 
sample size is n ≥ 100 (the objective knowledge construct is an observed variable, not latent, and 
hence it is not included in the ratio calculation). This indicates the adequacy of this study’s 
sample size. In addition, this lower bound is also met for the three groups, based on “goal 
frame/website choice”, which vary in sample size between 103 and 144 observations. Kline 
(2005) also confirms this by recommending a minimum sample size of 100 for multi-group 
structural equation modeling. 
Table 1 outlines the demographic profile of the final set of respondents. We calculated 
respondents’ BMI (weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters, or kg/m2) after 
the data collection based on self-reported height and weight data (Leahey et al. 2011). This 
technique is considered to yield valid measures of BMI in large population samples (Venn et al. 
2007). Given our intention to compare differences based on BMI values, the data collected had a 
balance between adults with a healthy BMI level (n = 189) and adults with a BMI above healthy 
levels (n = 180; i.e., overweight/obese adults). The sample also had a good approximate balance 
between adults who chose to view the weight loss (n = 122) and healthy eating (n = 144) web 
pages and those who chose not to view either web page (n = 103).  
INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 
All the variables used to operationalize the framework were based on existing scales with 
known psychometric properties and were measured with five-point Likert-type scales. The only 
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exception was the objective weight control knowledge test, for which we generated a list of items 
using information from the NHS website. Prior obesity studies have used general knowledge 
tests related to weight control (e.g., Andrews, Burton, and Kees 2011). Following a similar 
procedure to Andrews, Burton, and Kees (2011), an NHS doctor (British general practitioner) 
with high objective knowledge and expertise in weight control evaluated the generated items for 
content accuracy and completeness. The final objective weight control knowledge test can be 
seen in the Appendix.  
We measured subjective weight control knowledge with the adapted subjective knowledge 
measure of Flynn and Goldsmith (1999). We assessed agent knowledge with an adapted scale 
from Gefen and Straub (2004) and Grazioli and Jarvenpaa (2000), who focus on trust-related 
beliefs about the agent. Persuasion knowledge has been operationalized in the literature in 
various ways (Ham, Nelson, and Das 2015). We adapted Ball, Manika, and Stout’s (2015) 
measure, which focuses on the beneficial consequences of and views about health 
advice/guidelines. We measured attitudes toward the NHS website with Mathwick and Rigdon’s 
(2004) scale. Finally, we assessed behavioral intentions to control weight with adapted scales 
from Chandran and Morwitz (2005) and the Consumer Health Informatics Research Resource 
(http://chirr.nlm.nih.gov/). According to this research group, behavioral intentions (e.g., “I intend 
to control my weight”) can be measured at a more specific level (e.g., how, when). “How” refers 
to specific goals and “when” to the implementation (Gollwitzer and Brandstätter 1997; Milne, 
Orbell, and Sheeran 2002). Consequently, we measured behavioral intentions on a four-week 
time scale (“On a scale of 1 to 5, please indicate what your intentions are to control your weight 
in the next 4 weeks”). This approach ensured that there was no overlap between the intentions 
measure and long-term goals, which we explored through the choice of web page.  
We pretested the questionnaire online with a subset of 50 British respondents who were 
members of the online panel. Podsakoff et al. (2003) and Reid, Worsley, and Mavondo (2015) 
note that pretesting survey constructs with known properties minimizes issues of common 
method bias by reducing the potential for item ambiguity. In addition, a Harman single factor 
test, assessed through a principal component analysis with no rotation, was performed on the 
total sample of 369 British participants (which took into account all variables in Figure 1 
including BMI and Goal Frame/Website Choice). The analysis showed that one factor explains 
31.71% of the variance in the sample, compared to a three-factor solution explaining 61.31% of 
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the variance in the sample. This analysis suggests that CMB is not a threat to the interpretation of 
the results. 
 
3.3 Reliability, validity, and multicollinearity diagnostics 
We checked the construct reliability and validity for the total sample. All multi-item 
constructs had average variance extracted (AVEs) scores above or equal to .64 and a construct 
reliability of above or equal to .86, indicating good construct reliability and validity. We also 
checked Cronbach’s alphas and multicollinearity, with variance inflation factor and tolerance, all 
being within acceptable values (see Table 2). A confirmatory factor analysis conducted with 
Mplus indicated a theoretically and statistically good measurement model fit for the total sample 
(χ2 = 360.76, d.f. = 160, p = .00; RMSEA = .05; 90% CI = .05–.06; CFI = .96; TLI = .96; SRMR 
= .03; N = 369; see Table 2). No correlations between constructs reached .85, and the data also 
resulted in acceptable values for Fornell and Larcker’s (1981) criterion (AVE > [r]2) for all 
multi-item scales, thus confirming discriminant validity. Table 3 shows the correlations among 
constructs and descriptive statistics for the main constructs.  
INSERT TABLES 2 & 3 ABOUT HERE 
 
4. Analysis and results 
The results indicate that participants with a healthy BMI were more likely to click on the 
“Healthy eating” frame than on the “Lose weight” frame, while participants who had a BMI 
above the recommended levels were more likely to choose the “Lose weight” frame than the 
“Healthy eating” frame (χ2(1) = 29.79, p < .01, n = 266, without the control group). Thus, 
participants’ choice of web page (a proxy for goal frame) is consistent with their BMI value. The 
control group with no goal frame, which chose not to click on the NHS website, had a balance 
between adults with healthy and unhealthy BMI values. This shows that individuals, irrespective 
of their BMI, may choose not to take any action, including deciding not to be exposed to 
information via the NHS website. A breakdown of the groups in terms of BMI values and goal 
frame/website choices appears in Table 1.  
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4.1 Structural equation model results 
We tested the structural equation model (SEM) with Mplus, based on the total sample, and 
found a statistically good model fit (χ2 = 376.98, d.f. = 175, p =.00; RMSEA = .05; 90% CI 
= .04–.06; CFI = .96; TLI = .96; SRMR = .03; N = 369; see Table 4), accounting for 32% of the 
variance in behavioral intentions to control weight and 55.7% in website attitudes. According to 
the results of the analyses (see Table 4) and as shown in Figure 2, H1, H2a, H3a, H3b, H4, H7, H8, 
H10, and H11 are supported, while H2b, H5a, H5b, H6a, H6b, and H9 were not. 
 
Figure 2: Structural equation model results 
 
 
INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE 
Subjective and objective knowledge were positively associated with each other (H1). 
Objective knowledge was positively associated with agent knowledge (H2a) and persuasion 
knowledge (H3a). Subjective knowledge was positively associated with persuasion knowledge 
(H3b), but not agent knowledge (H2a). As expected, based on the PKM, agent knowledge was 
positively associated with persuasion knowledge (H4). Neither objective nor subjective 
knowledge was significantly associated with website attitudes (H5a–H5b) or behavioral intentions 
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(H6a–H6b). Agent knowledge was positively associated with both website attitudes (H7) and 
behavioral intentions (H8), while persuasion knowledge was only positively and significantly 
associated with behavioral intentions (H10), not website attitudes (H9). Lastly, website attitudes 
were positively and significantly associated with behavioral intentions (H11). 
These findings indicate that objective and subjective knowledge do not directly affect 
attitudes toward the website and behavioral intentions; the latter contributes to the known 
knowledge–behavior gap. Differences between objective and subjective knowledge do exist, 
though, and should be taken into account in web-based health intervention designs because their 
effects on agent and persuasion knowledge may differ. Objective knowledge positively 
influences the extended PKM knowledge structures of the target, while subjective knowledge is 
only associated with objective and persuasion knowledge. The results also show that agent and 
persuasion knowledge are important for behavioral intentions, while agent knowledge is only 
important for website attitudes, providing further support for the importance of the PKM’s 
knowledge structures for web-based health interventions. In other words, we found some 
knowledge structures are more important for website-related attitudinal outcomes and others for 
behavioral outcomes.  
 
4.2 Differences based on health goal frame/website choice: multigroup SEM results 
A multigroup SEM analysis on the total sample, with the health goal frame as the grouping 
variable, examined whether the proposed hypotheses varied by health goal frame. The chi-square 
difference between this multigroup model, which allowed paths to vary, and the original model 
was 553.21, with 116 degrees of freedom (p < .01). This suggests that significant differences in 
the hypothesized model exist across the three groups. The results also indicate that the 
hypothesized model fits the data from the “Lose weight” group the best (χ2 = 303.33), followed 
by the control group, which chose not to be exposed to the NHS website (χ2 = 310.5), and then 
the “Healthy eating” group (χ2 = 316.40). The model for all groups had significant R-squares for 
behavioral intentions, which ranged from 29% (“healthy eating” group) to 38.7% (“Lose weight” 
group). The multigroup model had an acceptable model fit (χ2 = 930.19, d.f. = 59, p = .00; 
RMSEA = .06; 90% CI = .05–.07; CFI = .94 TLI = .94; SRMR = .08; N = 369).  
Only two relationships were consistent across the three groups: the positive correlation 
between objective and subjective knowledge (H1) and the positive relationship between agent 
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knowledge and website attitudes (H7). These relationships remained positive and significant for 
each group, as in the initial SEM analysis with the total sample. Other relationships varied across 
the three groups (Table 5). Moreover, website attitudes were positively related to behavioral 
intentions (H11), but only for the two groups that viewed information on the NHS website (this is 
consistent with expectations since the control group that chose not to view any web page still had 
to answer questions about their attitudes towards the NHS website information, but as the results 
show these attitudes did not predict the behavioral intentions of this control group). These results 
indicate that weight control interventions and information can affect behavioral intentions 
through website attitudes for those exposed to the NHS website. However, differences may exist 
depending on the framing of the website and its relationship to one’s health goals. As noted 
previously, the website choice of frame was a proxy for personal health goals. Overall, the 
findings suggest that health goal framing is important in developing successful web-based health 
interventions and that it moderates the Knowledge-Attitudes-Behavior links identified in our 
proposed model. 
INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE 
 
4.3 Differences based on BMI: multigroup SEM results 
A multigroup SEM analysis on the total sample, with BMI as the grouping variable, 
examined whether the proposed hypotheses varied by BMI levels. The chi-square difference 
between this multigroup model, which allowed paths to vary, and the original model was 315.02, 
with 210 degrees of freedom (p < .01). Consequently, there are significant differences in the 
hypothesized model for the two BMI groups. The results indicate that the hypothesized model 
fits the data from the healthy BMI group better (χ2 = 321.66) than the above healthy BMI group 
(χ2 = 370.34). Both groups had a significant R-square, with the constructs explaining 32.5% and 
33.7%, respectively, of the variance in consumers’ behavioral intentions to control weight. The 
multigroup model had a good model fit (χ2 = 692.00, d.f. = 385, p = .00; RMSEA = .06; 90% CI 
= .05–.07; CFI = .95 TLI = .94; SRMR = .06; N = 369). 
The multigroup SEM results with BMI group as the moderator showed that the following 
relationships were positive and significant across the two BMI groups: objective and subjective 
knowledge (H1), subjective knowledge and agent knowledge (H2a), agent knowledge and 
persuasion knowledge (H4), agent and website attitudes (H7), and website attitudes and 
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behavioral intentions (H11). All other relationships varied (see Table 6). Consequently, agent 
knowledge seems to be the most important PKM knowledge structure, as it influences website 
attitudes and is associated with both objective weight control knowledge and persuasion 
knowledge.  
INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE 
 
4.4 Post hoc analysis 
Given that we did not have an adequate sample size to explore the differences between 
groups based on the BMI × health goal frame as the grouping variable in a multigroup SEM 
analysis, we used a series of analyses of variance in SPSS to investigate differences across the 
main study constructs. We considered the following groups: (1) healthy BMI & losing weight, 
(2) above healthy BMI & losing weight, (3) healthy BMI & healthy eating, (4) above healthy 
BMI & healthy eating, (5) healthy BMI & control group, and (6) above healthy BMI & control 
group. Levene’s test showed that only objective weight control knowledge, website attitudes, and 
behavioral intentions did not violate the homogeneity of variance assumption (p > .05); thus, 
only these results can be interpreted. Of these three constructs, we found significant differences 
only for objective weight control knowledge (F(5, 363) = 2.51, p < .05) and website attitudes 
(F(5, 363) = 6.24, p < .01). 
The findings showed that participants with high objective knowledge scores (mean scores of 
9.4 and 9.7 out of 15) before the intervention, regardless of BMI level, were more likely to view 
the weight loss NHS information (Groups 1 and 2). The rest of the groups had lower objective 
knowledge scores (mean scores between 8 and 9 out of 15), with Group 4 having the lowest 
objective weight control knowledge. For website attitudes, users with above healthy BMI who 
viewed either the “Lose weight” (Group 2) or “Healthy eating” (Group 4) web pages had more 
positive attitudes toward the website than the rest of the groups (mean scores of 4.21 and 4.04 
out of 5, respectively). Respondents with above healthy BMI in the control group (Group 6) had 
the least favorable attitudes toward the website (mean score of 3.46 out of 5). We could not 
interpret differences for subjective weight control knowledge, agent knowledge, or persuasion 
knowledge. Unbalanced sample sizes may also have contributed to these results; therefore, these 
findings should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, they hint at potential differences 
across groups with different levels of BMI and who are exposed to different NHS web pages. 
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5. Discussion 
According to PKM, objective and subjective weight control knowledge, agent knowledge, 
and persuasion knowledge are intercorrelated, with the exception of the relationship between 
subjective and agent knowledge. This relationship, however, had not been tested empirically 
before this study. The results suggest that respondents’ beliefs about the NHS as the agent are 
not affected by how much they think they know about a topic, but rather from what they 
objectively know about the topic. The results also show that both objective and subjective 
knowledge are associated with persuasion knowledge. This could be because subjective 
knowledge is conceptualized with an element of confidence (Brucks 1985), which is also 
captured in the way persuasion knowledge is measured (i.e., respondents state the extent to 
which they can distinguish the genuine nature of the agent’s advice or guidelines). Although 
neither objective nor subjective weight control knowledge has a direct influence on website 
attitudes and behavioral intentions (H5 and H6), contrary to Pearson and Liu-Thompkins’s (2012) 
findings, they indirectly influence these outcomes after exposure to the web-based intervention 
through agent and persuasion knowledge.  
These findings could be explained by the fact that Pearson and Liu-Thompkins (2012) 
examined these relationships in a different context, which could assume a higher risk and thus 
attribute a more direct and more substantial role to objective and subjective knowledge in the 
evaluation of websites and the formation of behavioral intentions. Therefore, our study findings 
highlight the fact that while both types of knowledge and PKM elements play an important role 
in understanding individuals’ beliefs and behavior, the precise relations between them might 
vary according to the examined context and nature of the decision. The present research thus 
contributes to a better understanding of extant research connected to objective versus subjective 
topic knowledge and the PKM. 
Agent knowledge influences both website attitudes and weight control intentions. This 
indicates that the more favorable beliefs consumers hold about the agent communicating the 
message, the more likely they are to have positive attitudes toward the message and form high 
behavioral intentions to act consistently with the recommended behavior. Consequently, trust in 
the agent is vital for web-based health interventions. This is consistent with past research which 
identifies trust as an important antecedent to perceptions and behavior, especially within a health 
context (Ball, Manika and Stout 2015). 
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Persuasion knowledge is only associated with weight control behavioral intentions, 
suggesting that the more favorable views consumers have about the persuasion tactics being 
employed, the more likely they are to form intentions consistent with the suggested health action. 
This positive relationship between persuasion knowledge and website attitudes contradicts Van 
Reijmersdat et al.'s (2015) findings. Nonetheless, these findings seem logical and plausible 
because the object of the subjective knowledge measure (i.e., weight control) differs from the 
object of attitudes (i.e., website information); as opposed prior research has only investigated the 
knowledge-attitudes behavior when referring to the same object.  Similar to prior evidence that 
web-based interventions can result in positive behavioral outcomes, we found a moderately 
positive link between website information attitudes and behavioral intentions.  
Altogether, all these results suggest that the inclusion of objective and subjective topic 
knowledge in the PKM framework is an important and significant contribution to the literature. 
The intercorrelations between the knowledge structures of the extended PKM framework, 
proposed for the first time in this paper, also make an empirical contribution to the relevant 
literature. 
Given our experimental data collection method and the unique approach of the NHS web-
based weight control intervention, which makes it possible for respondents to select the 
information that is more reflective of their health goal frames, we were able to explore whether 
the results of the knowledge–behavior link examined (Figure 1) vary depending on their health 
goal frame/web page choice. The results indicate that even two positively framed messages 
(Krishnamurthy, Carter, and Blair 2001) can have different impacts on responses to a web-based 
weight control intervention because of the personal health goals individuals hold. This is a 
contribution to the literature and it shows that individuals are more likely to engage with 
information consistent with their health goals (even though goals do not always translate into 
health behavior).  
We also explored differences in terms of the interrelationships between the knowledge 
structures of our extended PKM, website attitudes, and behavioral intentions across two BMI 
groups: adults with a healthy BMI and adults with above healthy BMI. We found that the 
influence of agent knowledge was the most vital for the formation of website attitudes for any 
BMI group and for any health goal frame/website choice group. Respondents were more likely to 
select the web pages consistent with their BMI, indicating that they were aware of their weight 
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control needs, which may be due to increased access to health knowledge (Scammon et al. 2011). 
This kind of analysis by BMI and health goal frame has not been explored by past research in 
relation to the extended PKM knowledge structures proposed here, and therefore the present 
novel findings can serve as a building block for future studies wanting to explore these 
differences further. The results also showed that website attitudes predicted behavioral intentions 
only for respondents exposed to the two web pages, but not the control group, suggesting that 
health goal framing does matter for the success of web-based health interventions. Both health 
goals and message framing are important in designing health communications (Keller and 
Lehmann 2008). Moreover, BMI groups may vary in how they form attitudinal and behavioral 
outcomes after exposure.  
 
6. Conclusion  
6.1 Theoretical contributions and implications for practice and public policy 
In this study we extended the PKM knowledge structures of the target with Brucks’ (1985) 
objective and subjective prior topic knowledge constructs. From a theoretical standpoint, it is 
important to distinguish between objective and subjective conceptualizations and 
operationalizations of topic knowledge that an individual/user has prior to exposure to a 
persuasive attempt, such as a website, due to the unique effects of knowledge structure on each 
other and their unique attitudinal and behavioral effects. Our conceptual model hypothesised that 
all the knowledge structures identified by the PKM and the extension we introduced here can in 
turn influence website attitudes and behavioral intentions, as per the Knowledge-Attitude-
Behavior model (Schrader and Lawless 2004). The results suggest that not all knowledge 
structures affect the attitudinal and behavioral effects examined here. Agent knowledge is an 
important knowledge structure influencing both website attitudes and behavioral intentions, 
while persuasion knowledge only influences behavioral intentions. Neither objective nor 
subjective topic knowledge constructs affect website attitudes or behavioral intentions. However, 
these types of knowledge should not be neglected by researchers or practitioners, as they are 
important due to their relationship to persuasion knowledge, while objective topic knowledge is 
also related to agent knowledge.  
Our findings also offer valuable insights related to online health interventions, which can be 
useful in the context of public policy. Implications are not restricted only to the NHS and the  
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particular web-based intervention used in the UK, but could also offer insights for health 
interventions worldwide. Consistent with Bolton, Bhattacharjee, and Reed (2015), we found that 
weight control related information affected behavioral intentions. Thus, understanding how the 
success of these initiatives can be enhanced through public policy initiatives is very important. 
Given that consumers may view web-based weight control interventions as persuasion attempts, 
practitioners and public policy makers should take into account users’ agent and persuasion 
knowledge before exposing them to a health message. Healthy behavioral intentions are 
undermined by unfavorable agent and persuasion knowledge. Governmental bodies and the NHS 
(as well as other organizations using similar online approaches) should ensure that they address 
any lack of trust or skepticism towards any web-based health intervention before its 
implementation. Trust in the source/agent is an important construct in the design of both 
traditional marketing and health marketing communication initiatives (Ball, Manika, and Stout 
2015). Policy makers should also encourage the activation of favorable persuasion knowledge 
(e.g. via specific cues or message content) when individuals encounter their health initiatives, 
such as a web-based health intervention. In the present case, favorable agent and persuasion 
knowledge could be enhanced by ensuring that any negative aspects (e.g., NHS cutting costs) are 
counterbalanced with the dissemination of positive information about the NHS’s endeavors 
related to fighting the obesity epidemic, as well as the benefits for consumers. 
We also found that the effects of both objective and subjective knowledge are relatively 
independent of each other, given the different effects on agent and persuasion knowledge. This 
suggests the need to address both types of knowledge when implementing web-based weight 
control initiatives. What consumers objectively know helps them judge the agent’s beliefs and 
hold more favorable persuasion knowledge, whereas what they think they know matters more for 
persuasion knowledge. This indicates that, even with the knowledge–behavior gap, it is 
important to educate the public and increase objective weight control knowledge. However, there 
is a big difference between health education and behavior change (Glanz, Rimer and Viswanath 
2008); our results did not find support for the relationship between objective knowledge and 
behavioral intentions. 
Health goal frames were found to matter for the success of web-based health interventions 
because they influence how consumers cope with the intervention’s information and how this 
translates into attitudinal and behavioral outcomes. Our health goal frame moderator shows that 
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there needs to be consistency between consumers’ health goals and the message/intervention 
frame in order to elicit information receptivity, which would then influence behavioral intentions. 
Web-based health interventions tackling the obesity epidemic should try to motivate consumers 
above healthy BMI levels to lose weight and encourage consumers with healthy BMI to continue 
eating healthily. Because the public may not always choose to take action, the NHS should also 
employ passive communication channels to communicate necessary health information, rather 
than relying only on its website. Additionally, there is a need to increase the accuracy of self-
perceptions for BMI to direct behavior, such as the choice of correct goal frame and website 
information. Relevant to the moderating role of BMI for the knowledge–behavior link in this 
study, Andrews, Burton, and Kees (2011) suggest careful segmentation in enhancing health 
education and knowledge, which can vary by BMI, among other characteristics. Last, the 
importance of agent knowledge for website attitudes across health goal frame groups and BMI 
groups illustrates the vital importance of agent beliefs for web-based health interventions. 
 
6.2 Limitations and further research 
As with all studies, the present results should be generalized with caution due to inherent 
limitations. Firstly, a health goal may differ across message frames, even though we treated these 
in the same way because of the web page choice. Secondly, setting a goal does not necessarily 
lead to motivations to achieve that goal (Strecher et al. 1995). Furthermore, BMI is not an 
accurate measure of adiposity (Burkhauser and Cawley 2008), and thus other measures could be 
employed to assess whether consumers need to lose or maintain their weight. We treated BMI as 
a moderator, but it could also be controlled for in the main SEM analysis. Nonetheless, our 
multigroup SEM analysis, with BMI as the grouping variable, was more appropriate for 
examining the chosen intervention, as BMI group differences may exist in terms of the effects of 
knowledge on attitudes and behavior (i.e., the relationships rather than mean score differences in 
the constructs themselves). The findings regarding potential differences across groups with 
different BMI and exposure to different NHS web pages (i.e., BMI group x Health Goal Frame 
post-hoc tests) should also be interpreted and generalized carefully, given the unequal sample 
sizes in this post-hoc test. Lastly, the results may have been affected by the use of a non-
probability sampling method. 
Several recommendations for future research can be put forward based on our approach and 
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the present findings. We explored differences for the combined health goal frame × BMI groups 
post hoc, but could not interpret subjective weight control knowledge, agent knowledge, and 
persuasion knowledge; therefore, further research is required. Also, topic knowledge often 
directs behavior (Brucks 1985), such as the choice visitors must make on the NHS website 
depending on their health goal frame. Research should also explore the impact of knowledge 
confidence, which Brucks (1985) originally conceptualized as part of the subjective knowledge 
construct but was not measured as such until Moorman et al. (2004), and its relationship to PKM 
knowledge structures of the target, website attitudes, and behavioral intentions. Future studies 
could also examine differences between age and gender groups for our model, given that 
persuasion knowledge may differ across generations (Friestad and Wright 1995). Finally, follow-
up studies should explore weight control initiatives further. For example, in relation to our 
proposed conceptual model, future research could explore if/why prevention-focused messages 
may be more effective than promotion-focused messages regardless of message frame (Lauriola 
et al. 2005) and if/why discouraging unhealthy behaviors rather than promoting healthy ones 
may be more effective in fighting the obesity epidemic (Smith 2014). 
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TABLES 
Table 1. Sample Characteristics 
 
  Frequency Percentage 
Gender  
(N=369) 
   
Male 185 50.1% 
Female 
 
 
184 48.9% 
   
Age  
(N=369) 
18-26 82 22.2% 
27-37 91 24.7% 
38-49 94 25.5% 
50+ 
 
 
102 27.6% 
   
Education 
(N=369) 
Some high school or less 32  8.7% 
High school graduate or equivalent 90 24.4% 
Vocational/technical school (two year program) 41  11.1% 
Some college but no degree 68 18.4% 
College graduate (four year program) 89 24.1% 
Some graduate school 39  10.6% 
Graduate degree 3  .8% 
Professional degree (M.D., J.D., etc.) 
 
7  1.9% 
    
    
BMI groups  
 (N=369) 
Healthy BMI 189 51.22% 
Above healthy BMI (overweight or obese) 180 48.78% 
   
   
   
Goal Frame/Website 
Choice groups (N=369) 
Healthy eating 122 33.06% 
Lose weight 144 39.02% 
Control (did not click on either) 103 27.92% 
   
    
BMI × Goal 
Frame/Website Choice 
Groups (N=369) 
Healthy BMI & losing weight group 43 11.65% 
Above healthy BMI & losing weight group 79 21.41% 
Healthy BMI & healthy eating group 99 26.83% 
Above healthy BMI & healthy eating group 45 12.20% 
Healthy BMI & control group 47 12.74% 
Above healthy BMI & control group 56 15.17% 
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Table 2. Confirmatory Factor Analysis, AVE, CR, Reliability, and Multicollinearity 
Diagnostics  
 
** 
p  .001, CR = Construct Reliability, a= Cronbach’s Alpha, VIF = variance inflation factor. 
Measurement Model: χ2 = 360.76, df = 160, p = .00; RMSEA = .05; 90% CI = .05–.06; CFI = .96; TLI 
= .96; SRMR = .03; N = 369. 
 
 
 
Variables Scale Items Loadings 
Subjective 
Weight 
Control 
Knowledge 
(1 = “strongly disagree,” 5 = “strongly agree”)  
AVE=.67; CR=.86; a=.86; VIF=1.03; Tolerance=.96  
STK1 I do not feel very knowledgeable about weight control. (Reverse Coded) .76** 
STK2 Compared to most other people I know less about weight control. (Reverse Coded) .85** 
STK3 When it comes to weight control, I really do not know a lot. (Reverse Coded) .84** 
Persuasion 
Knowledge 
(1 = “strongly disagree,” 5 = “strongly agree”)  
AVE=.64; CR=.90; a=.90; VIF=1.17; Tolerance=.85  
PK1 I know when a health advice/guideline is too good to be true. .77** 
PK2 I can tell when a health advice/guideline has strings attached. .79** 
PK3 I have no trouble understanding the health advice/guideline tactics used in advertising. .81** 
PK4 
I can see through health advice/guideline gimmicks used to get individuals to buy 
products or change behavior. .80** 
PK5 I can separate fact from fantasy in health-related campaigns. .84** 
Agent 
Knowledge 
(1 = “strongly disagree,” 5 = “strongly agree”)  
AVE=.72; CR=.94; a=.94; VIF=2.13; Tolerance=.47  
AK1 The NHS information is trustworthy. .84** 
AK2 NHS information provided on the website can be relied upon. .87** 
AK3 The NHS information provided on the website has individual’s best interests in mind. .86** 
AK4 I expect that the advice given by the NHS website is their best judgment. .83** 
AK5 The NHS knows how to provide information that is needed. .83** 
AK6 The NHS knows about weight control. .86** 
Attitude 
toward the 
Website 
On a scale of 1 to 5, please indicate what you think about the NHS website: 
AVE=.80; CR=.92; a=.92; VIF=1.96; Tolerance =.51  
WATT1 Unfavorable/favorable .90** 
WATT2 Dislike/like .93** 
WATT3 Low quality/high quality .86** 
Behavioral 
Intentions 
to Control 
Weight 
On a scale of 1 to 5, please indicate what your intentions to control your weight in the 
next 4 weeks:  
AVE=.74; CR=.89; a=.89  
BI1 Improbable: probable .70** 
BI2 Impossible: possible .83** 
BI3 Uncertain: certain .81** 
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations 
Constructs N M (SD) Correlations & 
Square Root of Average Variance Extracted 
Objective knowledge 369 8.95 (3.04) 
1 
     
Subjective knowledge 366 3.48 (.98) .42
** 
.82 
    
Persuasion knowledge 369 3.66 (.70) .19
** .16** 
.80 
   
Agent knowledge 364 3.84 (.73) .19
** .01 .35** 
.85 
  
Attitudes toward the website 369 3.91 (.89) .18
** .06 .22** .70** 
.89 
 
Behavioral intentions 369 3.69 (1.00) .19
** .13* .30** .45** .45** 
.86 
** p < .01; * p < .05; Objective knowledge: Min-Max = 0–15; all other constructs: Min-Max = 1–5. 
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Table 4. SEM Results Based on the Total Sample 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
** p < .01; * p < .05; SEM Model: χ2 = 376.98, df = 175, p = .00; RMSEA = .05; 90% CI = .04–.06; CFI = .96; TLI = .96; SRMR = .03; N = 369. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hypothesized Relationships Std. 
Loadings SE z-scores 
Hypotheses 
Supported? 
H1: Objective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Subjective Weight Control Knowledge .45** .05 9.84 Yes 
H2a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Agent Knowledge .20** .05 3.83 Yes 
H2b: Subjective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Agent Knowledge .02 .06 .41 No 
H3a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Persuasion Knowledge .20** .05 3.81 Yes 
H3b: Subjective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Persuasion Knowledge .19** .06 3.31 Yes 
H4: Agent Knowledge WITH Persuasion Knowledge .37** .05 7.60 Yes 
H5a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge  Website Attitudes .01 .05 .26 No 
H5b Subjective Weight Control Knowledge  Website Attitudes .07 .05 1.49 No 
H6a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .04 .05 .66 No : j ti  i t tr l l   i t tr l i r l I t ti  .  .  .   
H6b: Subjective Weight Control Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .07 .06 1.16 No 
H7: Agent Knowledge  Website Attitudes .76** .03 22.90 Yes 
H8: Agent Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .17* .08 2.01 Yes 
H9: Persuasion Knowledge  Website Attitudes -.06 .05 -1.37 No 
H10: Persuasion Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .18** .05 3.24 Yes 
H11: Website Attitudes  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .32** .08 4.16 Yes 
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Table 5. Multigroup SEM Results with Goal Frame/Website Choice as the Grouping Variable 
** p < .01; * p < .05; Multigroup SEM Model: χ2 = 930.19, df = 59, p = .00; RMSEA = .06; 90% CI = .05–.07; CFI = .94 TLI = .94; SRMR = .08; N = 369. 
 
 
 
 LOSING WEIGHT 
(n=122) 
HEALTHY EATING 
(n=144) 
CONTROL 
(n=103) 
Hypothesized Relationships Std. 
Loadings SE 
z-
scores 
Std. 
Loadings SE 
z-
scores 
Std. 
Loadings SE 
z-
scores 
H1: Objective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Subjective Weight Control Knowledge .46** .07 6.19 .45** .07 6.59 .43** .09 4.19 
H2a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Agent Knowledge .24** .08 2.88 .15 .08 1.69 .13 .10 1.27 
H2b: Subjective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Agent Knowledge .02 .09 .23 .11 .09 1.24 -.11 .11 -.95 
H3a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Persuasion Knowledge .35** .08 4.19 .10 .08 1.26 .15 .11 1.33 
H3b: Subjective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Persuasion Knowledge .26** .09 2.71 .15 .08 1.83 .17 .13 1.30 
H4: Agent Knowledge WITH Persuasion Knowledge .21 .09 2.39 .53** .06 8.15 .31** .10 3.06 
H5a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge  Website Attitudes -.01 .09 -.03 .03 .07 .39 .01 .08 .03 
H5b Subjective Weight Control Knowledge  Website Attitudes .11 .09 1.29 .09 .08 .22 -.04 .10 -.35 
H6a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions           j ti  i t t l l   i t t l i l t ti  .07 .09 .71 .01 .09 .01 .09 .10 .89 
H6b: Subjective Weight Control Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .01 .09 .90 .08 .09 .86 .15 .13 1.17 
H7: Agent Knowledge  Website Attitudes .71** .05 15.01 .76** .06 13.35 .71** .05 12.43 
H8: Agent Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .13 .12 1.08 .07 .15 .48 .16 .14 1.17 
H9: Persuasion Knowledge  Website Attitudes -.11 .08 -1.38 -.09 .08 -1.12 .03 .09 .36 
H10: Persuasion Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .12 .09 1.39 .26** .09 2.78 .22* .11 2.02 
H11: Website Attitudes  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .47** .12 4.01 .30* .14 2.16 .24 .12 1.89 
 χ2=303.33 
R
2
 Behavioral Intentions 
= 38.7% 
R
2
 Website Attitudes = 
49.5% 
χ2=316.40 
R
2
 Behavioral Intentions 
= 29.0% 
R
2
 Website Attitudes = 
55.1% 
χ2=310.50 
R
2
 Behavioral Intentions 
= 29.6% 
R
2
 Website Attitudes = 
52.9% 
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Table 6. Multigroup SEM Results with BMI as the Grouping Variable 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
** p < .01; * p < .05; Multigroup SEM Model: χ2 = 692.00, df = 385, p = .00; RMSEA = .06; 90% CI = .05–.07; CFI = .95 TLI = .94; SRMR = .06; N = 369. 
 
 HEALTHY BMI 
(n=189) 
ABOVE HEALTHY BMI 
(n=180) 
Hypothesized Relationships Std. 
Loadings SE 
z-
scores 
Std. 
Loadings SE 
z-
scores 
H1: Objective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Subjective Weight Control Knowledge .40** .06 6.39 .50** .06 7.87 
H2a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Agent Knowledge .24** .07 3.34 .16* .07 2.19 
H2b: Subjective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Agent Knowledge .10 .08 1.29 -.05 .08 -.63 
H3a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Persuasion Knowledge .26** .07 3.64 .14 .08 1.85 
H3b: Subjective Weight Control Knowledge WITH Persuasion Knowledge .21** .08 2.80 .15 .09 1.78 
H4: Agent Knowledge WITH Persuasion Knowledge .43** .06 6.64 .32** .07 4.51 
H5a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge  Website Attitudes .01 .06 .09 .03 .07 .46 
H5b Subjective Weight Control Knowledge  Website Attitudes .05 .06 .44 .08 .07 1.09 
H6a: Objective Weight Control Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions        j ti  i t t l l   i t t l i l t ti  .03 .07 .42 .05 .08 .59 
H6b: Subjective Weight Control Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .15* .07 2.07 -.04 .09 -.39 
H7: Agent Knowledge  Website Attitudes .78** .04 18.35 .74** .04 18.13 
H8: Agent Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .24* .12 1.99 .10 .11 .85 
H9: Persuasion Knowledge  Website Attitudes -.09 .06 -1.43 -.01 .06 -.22 
H10: Persuasion Knowledge  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .14 .08 1.84 .21** .07 2.77 
H11: Website Attitudes  Weight Control Behavioral Intentions .25* .11 2.25 .39** .11 3.65 
 χ2=321.66 
R
2
 Behavioral Intentions 
= 33.7% 
R
2
 Website Attitudes = 
57% 
χ2=370.34 
R
2
 Behavioral Intentions 
= 32.5% 
R
2
 Website Attitudes = 
55.5% 
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Appendix: Objective Weight Control Knowledge Instrument 
1. A healthy BMI is: 
___< 16.5 
___16.5 to 18.5 
_X_18.5 to 24.9 
___25 to 29.9 
___30 to 39.9 
___40 and above 
___Don't know/Not sure  
 
2. The range of a healthy BMI differs from men to 
women. 
___True  
_X_False  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
3. The BMI Index is not suitable for people with a 
very muscular build (e.g., professional sports 
players) 
_X_True  
___False  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
4. To stay in good health one should: 
___Eat a balanced diet  
___Exercise 
_XBoth answers above 
___None of the answers above 
___Don’t know/Not sure 
 
5. Adults should be active for: 
_X_At least 2 ½ hours every week  
___At least 2 hours every week  
___Only 10 minutes every day  
___As long as they want to lose weight  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
6. The calorie allowance for men and women can 
vary depending on age and levels of physical 
activity. 
_X_True  
___False  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
7. A slow metabolism is the only reason for being 
overweight. 
___True  
_X_False  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
 
8. On average the calorie allowance for men is: 
___2000 kcal 
_X_2500 kcal  
___minimum 2500 kcal  
___3000 kcal  
___Don't know/Not sure  
 
9. On average the calorie allowance for women is: 
___1500 kcal  
_X_2000 kcal  
___2500 kcal  
___minimum 2500 kcal  
___Don't know/Not sure  
 
10. Starving myself is NOT the best way to lose 
weight 
_X_True  
___False  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
11. Healthy foods are more expensive 
___True  
_X_False  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
12. Foods labelled ‘low fat’ or ‘reduced fat’ are 
always a healthy choice 
___True  
_X_False  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
13. Cutting out all snacks CANNOT help you lose 
weight 
___True  
_X_False  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
14. Skipping meals is a good way to lose weight 
___True  
_X_False  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
15. A radical exercise regime is the only way to lose 
weight 
___True  
_X_False  
___Don’t know/Not sure  
 
 
 
